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LONDON: Chef Mohammed Faizul Haque uses lemon juice to make flames as he demonstrates how to give a smokey flavour to dishes such as Kuchi Chilli Chicken at the  Taste of India curry restaurant. — AP photos

LONDON: Mohammed-Faizul Haque makes it all
look so easy. To a pan full of sizzling chicken he
adds a ladle of orangey base sauce and then
lemon, sending flames shooting up. He reaches
to a line of vessels for pinches of cumin, corian-
der, salt, chili and garlic, the feel of the ingredi-
ents between his fingers as his only measure.
After the demonstration, he sends a plate of Balti
kuchi chili chicken upstairs to the dining room at
the Taste of India in London. Haque’s deft touch
isn’t easy to replicate - and that’s a problem for
Britain’s curry houses, which are shutting down
at a rate of two a week, in part because there
aren’t enough chefs and kitchen staff.

Curry restaurant owners, who as an industry
backed the campaign to leave the European
Union after assurances it would lead to more
visas for South Asian cooks, feel betrayed. They’re
angry that they helped deliver the vote to Leave
only to have the government fail to deliver on
promises to help save their industry. Rather than
easing the shortage, Brexit is likely to make the
situation worse by cutting off the flow of East
European workers who have increasingly filled
the gaps in recent years.

“What’s happening since Brexit is even more
restaurants are closing; we can’t get people from
anywhere,” said Oli Khan, the senior vice presi-
dent of the Bangladesh Caterers Association UK
and a celebrity chef. “Curry houses are in danger.”

Brexit is just the latest problem to hit the
South Asian restaurant industry in a country

where chicken tikka masala is as much the
national dish as fish and chips. In addition to a
chef shortage, Britain’s 12,000 curry restaurants
are struggling with competition from prepared
supermarket meals, high delivery costs, and ris-
ing food prices from a lower pound.

Though casually called Indian food, most cur-
ry houses are run by Bangladeshi immigrants
and their offspring who fused South Asian fla-
vors with British tastes to create a new cuisine
worth an estimated 4.5 billion pounds ($5.6 bil-
lion) to the economy annually.

For example, the humble papadum isn’t tradi-
tionally served as a starter, said Enam Ali, owner
of Le Raj in Epsom. It became an appetizer when
restaurants tried to accommodate Britons accus-
tomed to being served bread when they sat
down. The onion bhaji was adapted from onion
rings. What is at stake, Ali says, is not the heritage
of Bangladesh, but the heritage of Britain. “I’ve
given my life in the curry industry and I can see
with my own eyes that it is disappearing,” Ali said.
“I really feel the government should intervene
before it is too late.”

The unease of the curry houses is replicated
in ways large and small across Britain, as Prime
Minister Theresa May prepares to start the legal
process of leaving the EU next week. High-tech
companies in search of engineers, farmers in
need of fruit pickers and builders looking for
construction workers have all raised concerns
about possible staff shortages.

The hospitality industry is particularly wor-
ried. An analysis from the Oxford Migration
Observatory shows some 89,000 people from
many of the EU’s new entrant countries in the
east are working in food and beverage services.

May has taken a tough stance on immigration
after anger about high arrival numbers fueled
last year’s vote to leave the EU. While exiting the
bloc will  allow Britain to eventually limit
European immigration, the government has so

far refused to relax the rules for migrants from
non-EU countries.

“Leaving the European Union allows Britain to
take control of our immigration system,” the
Home office said in a statement. “We are working
across government to identify and develop
options to shape our future system to ensure the
best possible outcome for the British people.” The
rules now require migrants from outside the EU
to have a job paying some 35,000 pounds
($43,600) a year- more than many nurses make in
Britain. Curry houses, which mostly sell food at
reasonable prices, can’t meet that standard.

Trouble communicating 
The curry owners have in recent years filled

the gap by hiring Eastern Europeans, particularly
Poles and Romanians. Between 5,000 and 6,000
curry house workers are East Europeans out of a
total 150,000. These workers sometimes have
had trouble communicating with chefs, who
found themselves learning the Romanian words
for green pepper and onion. And many of the
workers had never even seen a curry, unlike earli-
er migrants from South Asia who often aspired
to open curry houses of their own.

But the Eastern Europeans didn’t balk at long
hours chopping vegetables and washing dishes.
Take Aga Pozniak, a qualified teacher form Lodz
in central Poland. Though she now serves cus-
tomers in front of house at Taste of India, she
started out as a kitchen assistant. — AFP
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LONDON: Polish engaged couple Pawel Bednarek, a builder, and Aga Pozniak, who teach-
es training courses for adults, pose for photographs outside where they work part-time to
supplement their incomes, at the Taste of India curry restaurant.

SINGAPORE: Saudi King Salman’s lavish
tour of Asia, arriving in each country on a
golden escalator with 400 tons of luggage,
had a hardnosed marketing mission - to
cement the kingdom’s place as leading oil
supplier to the world’s biggest consumer
region. The string of deals inked on his
three-week tour to Malaysia, Indonesia,
Japan and China also point to a fresh strate-
gy, one to increase Saudi leverage over
refined product and petrochemical markets,
known as the downstream sector.

“Our strategy is about growth in the
downstream,” said Amin Nasser, chief execu-
tive officer of state oil company Aramco, told
Reuters on Sunday. “The growth in that sec-
tor is very important, and anything integrat-
ed between refining, petrochemical, with
marketing and distribution, is of interest to
us.”  Saudi Arabia’s main influence on oil
markets has been via the Organization of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC),
of which it is the de-facto leader.

But OPEC’s ability to control prices by
turning the oil pumping spigots on and off
has waned as non-OPEC producers like

Russia and, more recently, US shale drillers,
have ramped up output and eroded its grip
on market share. One indication of a shift in
Saudi strategy came on the first leg of the
tour in Kuala Lumpur. Aramco signed a deal
to take a $7 billion investment, in a joint
venture with Malaysia’s state oil company
Petronas in a refinery and petrochemical
project known as RAPID (Refinery and
Petrochemical Integrated Development).

‘The window’
Under construction in Malaysia’s south-

ern Johor state, RAPID is just across a narrow
strait from Singapore, Asia’s oil trading hub.
Some 70 percent of the oil for the project,
set to start in 2019, will come from Saudi
Arabia, giving the kingdom a key outlet for
its crude in Asia, the world’s fastest growing
market. It is one of Aramco’s largest new
refinery projects outside the kingdom.

Aramco also recently made a deal with
Indonesia’s Pertamina over a $5 billion
expansion of the country’s largest oil refin-
ery, for which Aramco will supply the crude.
“The investments are intended to enhance

Aramco’s competitive position in Southeast
Asia,” said Ihsan Buhulaiga, a Saudi econo-
mist. The Malaysian investment also allows
the Saudis to join the hub of refineries in
and around Singapore that help determine
fuel prices in the region.

Price agency S&P Global Platts assesses
dozens of fuel products during a set time
every day, based on deliveries in and out of
this region. Platts calls it Market-on-Close, but
traders dub it “the window”, and it influences
pricing of oil products worth billions of dol-
lars each day. While crude and fuel products
by many companies flow in and out of the
pricing region, known as FOB Straits. But the
only refineries now in this price region are
operated by US Exxon, Anglo-Dutch Royal
Dutch Shell, and Singapore Petroleum Corp
(SPC), owned by PetroChina.

“When you control refining capacity
with the capability to deliver petroleum
products into the window, you have access
to a physical outlet which also plays a key
role in daily price discovery,” said John
Driscoll, director of consultancy JTD Energy
in Singapore. — Reuters 

LAHORE: Women in Pakistan’s commercial hub
Karachi are set to ride taxis driven by women in an
initiative to protect female customers from the
sexual harassment they commonly face when
travelling around the teeming city. From today,
women will be able to call the cab service- called
Pink Taxi-by phone, a mobile app, SMS or simply
by hailing one on the street, said Ambreen Sheikh,
who is launching the service with her husband
Zahid Sheikh.

“Our pilots (drivers) wear a pink scarf and black
coat as their uniform. They include housewives,
young women and students,” Sheikh told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation by phone after the
soft launch of the service. Commuting in the swel-
tering city of 20 million is often an ordeal for
women. A report by Karachi’s Urban Resource
Center found most female commuters experience
some form of sexual harassment while using pub-
lic transport.

‘Think thrice’ 
Noor Jehan, a newly recruited Pink Taxi driver,

first worked as a maid and then as a driver for her
female employer. She said there was a need for
such a service as most women “think thrice”
before getting in a vehicle driven by a man. The
majority of women in conservative Pakistan do
not participate in the workforce, with a lack of safe

transportation one of the main obstacles, accord-
ing to a study by the International Labour
Organisation.

Syed Nasir Hussain Shah, minister for transport
in Sindh province where Karachi is located,
acknowledged that women faced hostility and
harassment when using public transport. “Having
a mode of public transport catering to them alone
can solve many of their transport issues,” he said
on Pakistani television. But Zebunnisa Burki, a
Karachi-based journalist, said many women in the
city cannot afford to take taxis.

“Women-focused transport initiatives are
important in that they serve a growing demo-
graphic of mobile women,” she said by email. “I do
feel, though, that such ventures will still not cater
to a large number of working women who go out
to work daily ...  since such women will not be able
to afford relatively pricey fares in these private
cabs.” Sheikh said the Pink Taxi service would be
extended to the cities of Lahore and Islamabad in
the next three to four months, followed by other
parts of the country. That would be welcomed by
Kainat Chaudhry, a content writer with an IT firm
in Lahore who uses auto rickshaws or taxis to get
to work. “A woman cannot sit in a taxi driven by a
male driver and start a casual conversation with-
out the fear of it being mistaken for some sort of
inclination towards him,” she said. — Reuters
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